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The Political Economy of Russian City Growth

I.  Introduction

        Patterns of city growth in Russia during the plan era have always been of interest to

researchers, in large part due to the unusual circumstances surrounding this growth

experience.   In a spatially large and diverse country over a long span of time, a variety of

both market and especially non-market mechanisms were utilized by the State to

influence the nature of the urbanization process and city growth patterns.  The outcomes

were ambiguous, controversial, and often difficult to analyze. While there is a significant

body of economic theory which can be used to understand city growth patterns in market

settings, developing a similar understanding of city growth patterns in the administrative

command economy has been difficult.

     In this study, we limit ourselves to Russia (formerly the Russian Republic) focusing

on city growth rather than the more general process of urbanization.  Our interest in

Russia in part derives from its large size and political and economic importance in a

global setting.  Of greater interest to economists, however, is the fact even during the

immediate pre-transition era, control mechanisms continued to play an important role in

determining the outcomes of the urbanization process (Gang and Stuart 1998).  Indeed,

even in the transition era, the general issue of controls influencing population movement

remains important and controversial (Brown 1997).

      Although the available statistical evidence has made it possible to characterize the

general mechanics of city growth during the plan era with reasonable accuracy, the

paucity of regional data on socioeconomic variables has always limited our ability to

model, and hence to understand, the impact of potentially critical socioeconomic forces.
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Moreover, direct and rigorous administrative controls on migration into selected cities

were in place by 1956.  We combine our knowledge of the mechanics of city growth

during the contemporary plan era with available (if limited) evidence on spatial patterns

of socioeconomic variation. We develop the underpinnings of a political economy story

of city growth during the latter years of the plan era, specifically during the 1980s. It is in

this era that Soviet controls on city growth have been found to matter (Gang and Stuart

1998).  Here we examine whether the specific state administered restrictions on mobility

actually reduced mobility, once we account for the role a broad set of traditional

socioeconomic and geographic variables influencing city growth.

      In Section II, we provide a brief survey of the literature.  In Section III, we present a

simple model of Soviet city growth along with a discussion of the variables relevant for

our estimations.  In Section IV, we present our findings and an analysis of those findings.

Finally, in Section V, we offer some conclusions and suggestions for further

investigation.

II.  Russian City Growth During the Plan Era: Defining Characteristics

     A great deal of attention has been paid to analyzing the spatial aspects of economic

activity in the Soviet Union.  Our interest in this paper is a narrow subset of these issues,

specifically patterns of growth in Russian medium and large cities in the 1980s. Many

authors have examined Soviet city growth.  For example, a number of studies (Bater

1980, Harris 1972, Morton and Stuart 1984,  Lewis and Rowland 1979) characterize the

general nature of Soviet cities as part of a broader urban experience.  In addition, a more

focused approach to understanding city growth through the examination of migration

patterns has emerged (Buckley 1995, Clayton and Richardson 1989, Mitchneck 1990,
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Stuart and Gregory 1978, Grandstaff 1980) along with attempts to understand the

peculiar features of the administrative command economy (Loeber 1984, Matthews 1993,

Zaslavsky) and how these features influenced observed patterns of city growth.

     In recent years, there has been a continuing interest in the issue of controls and the

extent to which a variety of controls peculiar to the administrative command economy

may or may not have affected city growth. Investigations of these issued have focused on

the resulting size structure of cities (Harris 1972, Clayton and Richardson 1989), on the

nature of the controls themselves (Loeber 1984, Matthews 1993, Zaslavsky 1979), and

finally on the effectiveness of controls in the sense of whether or not these controls in fact

limited the growth of cities (Buckley 1995, Gang and Stuart 1998).

    Unfortunately, even those attempts directed at modeling the migration process to help

understand patterns of city growth (Stuart and Gregory 1978, Gang and Stuart 1998) were

severely limited by the absence of data.  While many scholars working on the

experiences of the command economies could make such a complaint, it is important to

understand how fundamental such a complaint is in the present case.  Thus while most

models of city growth proceed by examining the relative benefits of cities vis-à-vis the

nature of sending regions, even the most basic data, such as information on incomes, non-

monetary social benefits and cost of living differences have generally been unavailable.

Past attempts to understand Soviet city growth necessarily paid only limited attention to

the critical underlying economic forces.  In this paper we address the economic issues

underlying Russian city growth.

      We argue that the analysis of Russian city growth must account for the impact of two

broad sets of forces.  First, Russia is a geographically large and diverse setting, in which,
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over a period of many years industrial/agricultural development and modernization has

taken place.  In such a setting the growth of cities can be partially explained by the

traditional sorts of forces associated with explanations of city growth, that is the argued

advantages of urban agglomeration.  The growth of industrial and related commercial and

service activities contributed actively to the growth of Russian cities over a long span of

time.

Second, a major set of forces influencing the growth patterns of Russian cities (both

large cities and small cities) has been what we broadly term socialist policy objectives,

generally implemented through a set of non-market controls typical of more general

resource allocation procedures used in the administrative command economy. The

presence of these socialist policies and related control mechanisms help us to understand

why we might expect patterns of Russian city growth to differ from patterns found in

market economic systems.  Moreover, socialist policies and controls themselves exhibited

diversity from one case to another. For example, attempts might be made to limit the

absolute size of a city in conformity with socialist policy objectives, while the basic

raison d’être for the city, a steel mill developed under a different ministry, might actually

be encouraging expansion of the city based upon, for example, labor requirements. Even

in these cases, the policies and the mechanisms used for their implementation might seem

to give mixed signals (Ofer 1976).  While the basic demand for labor would be created by

the state, partially dictated by factor proportions requirements and related service sector

requirements, the supply of labor would be influenced through a mix of mechanisms.

Formal programs of organized recruitment (orgnabor) might be used, while at the same

time, wage differentials and newly constructed housing often owned by enterprises would
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be used as a market-type attraction. Thus any modeling of city growth in the Russian

context must account for both traditional and non-traditional policies and mechanisms.

Indeed, the relevance of controls for understanding the growth of Russian cities can be

seen in Table 1.  While the percentage of the urban population living in restricted cities

declined slightly between 1959 and 1989, a share over forty percent is an important

component of the overall urban population.  Moreover, as a share of total Russian

population, the share living in restricted cities increased considerably between 1959 and

1989.  The statistical importance of these controls will be evident when we examine the

results of our analysis.

     Our analysis proceeds on the basis of a contemporary post-Soviet body of

information which both expands our knowledge of the allocation mechanisms (and hence

the relevant variables for our models) and improved regional data, even if only for the

final decade or so of the Soviet experience.  New information allows us to proceed farther

than has been the case in the previous studies cited above, and yet as we will note, there

remain limitations on the sorts of data available and especially the specific years for

which data are available.

III. Russian Cities and Socialist Controls: Modeling Growth Patterns

      Cities in Russia grew for three major reasons.  First, in earlier years, there was a

significant amount of re-classification, as small urban-type settlements became cities

under Soviet definitions of what was an urban agglomeration.1  Second, there was net

internal growth where birth rates exceeded death rates.  Finally, there was significant net

migration (from both rural areas and from one city to another city).  Both administrative
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re-classification and net internal expansion (city births minus city deaths) have declined

in importance over time as contributors to Russian city growth.  Net migration (arrivals

minus departures) has grown in importance as a source of city growth.2

To understand city growth in the plan era, we ideally should examine the forces

influencing the net expansion of the cities under examination.  Specifically, we would

want to examine forces influencing net internal expansion and net migration. A problem

of endogeneity arises in that city growth is a function of net internal growth and net

migration, while these two components of growth are themselves a function of a variety

of at least somewhat related forces.  Here we follow tradition and presume that these

forces differ. In addition to this traditional specification issue, during the plan era the

growth of Russian cities was influenced by a wide variety of state policies and state

controls, all of which must be considered.

     We assemble a data base on 168 cities and the provinces in which they are located.  A

detailed description of the data can be found in Appendix A.  Our analysis in this paper is

limited in two important dimensions.  First, we examine city growth in terms of the net

migration of population, adjusting for net internal expansion (births minus deaths), but

ignoring administrative reclassification (which is of reduced importance in contemporary

times).  Second, a more complex limitation of our analysis relates to the issue of the

dispersion of cities of Russia.  While we have a sample of 168 cities whose net migration

can be examined, we do not know whether the source of this migration is from a different

                                                                                                                                                                            
1 Although the definition of what is urban has varied over time, basically any population settlement over
5,000 persons would be considered urban.  The cities examined in this paper would be medium and large
cities. For a discussion of classification issues see Lewis and Rowland, 1979.
2 For a discussion of the sources of city growth, see (Morton and Stuart, 1984, Chapter 2).
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city or from a rural area.  Moreover, as we will see in detail later, the regions of Russia,

whatever the level of aggregation in classification, differ considerably one from another.

We focus on the expansion of medium and large Russian cities.3  Relying upon

traditional theoretical explanations (Brown 1997, Stuart and Gregory 1978, Grandstaff

1980, Mitchnek 1990) we argue that city growth (from net migration) is influenced by the

attractiveness of the city.

    We view the growth of Russian cities (from net migration) as the result of both

“carrot ” and “stick” forces, reflecting in a rough manner economic (market-type) and

administrative (control-type) forces.  As we emphasized above, both types of forces

influenced population movement in Russia.  However, while the dichotomy between the

two types of forces is important, in fact the state role in influencing these forces was

broad and inclusive.  For example, wage differentials which we characterize as a market-

type mechanism were in fact determined in large part by the state and could in theory be

set to achieve desired policy objectives. On the other hand, even to the extent that there

was wage setting by the state, this type of indirect control differed substantially from

specific and direct state controls.  A specific element of state controls was the

administrative restriction of entry into some (though not all) Russian cities by means of

the propiska.4  There were two main types of this restriction: total restriction and

expansion restriction.  A number of scholars (Lewis and Rowland 1979, Matthews 1993,

                                                          
3 We analyze a sample of 168 cities. These are all non-secret cities having a population of 50,000 or more
as of 1959.
4 Controls in Russia during the command era were much more pervasive than those pertaining to city
growth. For example, there was a system of required placement of university graduates, and a widely used
system of organized recruitment for labor (orgnabor) redistributing labor from surplus to deficit regions. At
the same time, there were market-type incentives, for example regional wage differentials, to which
members of the population could and di respond. Many of these arrangements were difficult to examine
during the Soviet era, when official state policy presumed to have largely eliminated regional differentials,
for example, in levels of well being.
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Buckley 1995, Gang and Stuart 1998) have examined the impact of these restrictions on

city growth with varying results.  Of the 168 cities we include in this study, 29 were

subject to a total restriction, while 16 were subject to an expansion restriction.5  Thus 45

of out 168 cities were administratively controlled in some fashion.  Another type of

administrative control is the administrative role a city plays.  Seventy of our 168 cities

were capitals of the regions in which they were located.

   The formal administrative restrictions are for us the “stick” of migration controls and

are the essential elements of socialist (non-market) mechanisms.  In addition to specific

administrative controls on the growth of Russian cities, a number of control variables,

which we characterize as seriously state variables, directly influenced city growth since

the variables themselves, as noted for the case of wage differentials, were controlled

directly by the state. These we view as the “carrots” of migration controls. Among these

state controlled variables, we include the expansion of housing, the expansion of industry

(both directly controlled by the state) and finally, budget transfers, a variable that requires

additional comment.

    During the Soviet era, the budgetary system of Russia was described as a consolidated

budget, in the sense that there was a single federal budget that included the budgets of

local political units (provinces and cities).  In addition to the generation of local revenues,

localities were required to contribute to the federal budget, some localities receiving net

contributions from the federal budget, while others made net contributions to the federal

budget.  These differences we describe as budget transfers, an indicator of state (regional)

                                                          
5 Specific controls to limit the growth of some (though not all) Soviet cities were mostly put in place in
1956. For a discussion of these controls, see (Buckley 1995; Lewis and Rowland 1979, Gang and Stuart,
1998).
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priorities.  For example, the Moscow region was a major net recipient of financial

resources in the budget transfer process (Dmitrieva 1996).

    While the state directly controlled access to many cities and at the same time indirectly

controlled forces influencing movement into cities (for example, housing), there were

other forces, less directly controlled by the state which influenced population movement.

Put differently, even in a setting of significant direct and indirect controls, there remained

forces to which individuals might respond, influencing population mobility.  We describe

these as economic variables.

    Among the economic variables, we include access to higher education, availability of

medical care measured by presence of doctors, rural-urban differences capturing the

attractiveness of employment in the city vis-à-vis employment in a rural setting measured

by the rural-urban wage differential. We also include per capita retail trade measuring the

availability of consumer goods, the share of labor in industry, budget transfers as a

measure of state priority assigned to different cities, divorce rates and convictions for

crimes, both measures of social stability and finally, temperature differences.

    Our tripartite grouping of forces influencing city growth is in part arbitrary, since all of

these variables were influenced in varying degrees by the state.  However, as data

permits, an understanding of how these variables differ from a theoretical perspective

will facilitate a better understanding of how city growth process functioned in reality.

         Our analysis thus far has focused on understanding the growth of Russian cities by

examining their attractiveness as measured by a range of forces, some state controlled

and some more typical of market settings.  Our concept of attractiveness reflects
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differences in these allocational influences across our sample of cities vis-à-vis the

(regional) sources from which our sample cities have received net migration.

          Unfortunately, our data does not permit a direct pairing of sending and receiving

regions, an approach desirable in migration studies.  To address this issue, we have

emphasized the importance of characterizing the relative attractiveness of our cities. Even

here we have difficulties. While some data are available at the city level, much of the data

by which we characterize cities are available only for the urban sector at the provincial

(oblast) level.

For the cities in our sample, we compute the growth occurring in 1985 from net

migration.6 In addition to city specific population data, we also have other city-specific

data, for example, climatic variation. For the right hand side variables that are potentially

endogenous we use as proxies urban data for the province (oblast) in which our target

city is located.7  Finally, to capture the influence of a variety of other forces (for example,

broad regional differences, locational issues relating to raw materials etc.), we use

dummy variables to characterize the twelve major regions (Kaliningrad, North, North-

West, Centre, Volga-Viatka, Central Black Earth, Volga, North Caucasus, Urals, West

Siberia, East Siberia, Far East) in which our provinces and their cities are located.

                                                          
6 We first calculate the annualized rate of population growth by using a cubic spline interpolation based on
the cities population as reported in the 1979 and 1989 censuses. From this, we subtract the annualized rate
of natural increase or net internal growth (internal births minus internal deaths). This gives us the city
specific net migration rate.
7 The city specific variables are: net migration rate, expansion restriction or not, total restriction or not,
population, oblast capital or not, city’s share of oblast’s urban population, temperature, and economic
region.  The other variables are at the oblast level and refer to the urban part of the oblast.  Dustmann and
Preston (1998) argue that using province level data instead of city level data on variables that are
potentially endogenous is desirable.  See also Bound, Jaeger and Baker (1995).
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          In the case of Russia, much of the regional data is specified for the 71 provinces (or

oblasts).8 Our knowledge of these regions consists of data on the cities that we examine,

(168), other cities in the regions which we don’t examine (those with population less than

50,000 in 1959), the urban population of the region and finally the rural population.

        In addition to the matter of how we proxy city-specific characteristics with inherent

data limitations, we must also pay attention to the time dimension of the instruments used

in this study.  First, having examined city growth data, we have concluded that variations

from year to year within the general time span of our interest are insufficient to warrant a

more complex measurement of growth, for example, a combined time-series and cross-

section analysis.  Moreover, the 1980s is a useful decade in which to examine Russian

city growth.  Although the economy was weakened, the Gorbachev era was in its infancy,

and earlier evidence suggests that controls were important (Gang and Stuart 1998).

      Most important, we assume that within reasonable bounds, the variables that we use

to capture the attractiveness of our sample cities are time invariant. Thus we do not

consider specific leads and lags.  Thus, for example, we may argue that city A is more

attractive for potential in migration in 1985 compared to city B, not because factory

construction in period 1 creates a sudden and immediate demand for labor in city A in

period 2.  Rather, we argue that city A may exhibit a general growth pattern that exceeds

that of city B, such that ceteris paribus, city A is more attractive than city B for potential

in migration.

                                                          
8 It is well know that during the transition era there have been ongoing changes in the nature of the regions
(province or oblast level) in Russia.  While some of our data pertains to 1990 at which time there were 89
provinces, in a number of cases we have combined smaller sub-regions into their larger parent region to
conform to administrative arrangements for the 1980s, the period we examine in this study.
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          Thus far, we have emphasized the importance of controls in our examination of

Russian city growth. We are able to characterize the impact of controls by the nature of

the restriction (total restriction versus expansion restriction) and the administrative

functions of the city.  For the year of our cross-section analysis (1985), these descriptive

statistics (see Table 2) support the view that restrictions mattered.

    As we emphasized above, Russia is a large and extremely diverse landmass.  In Table

3 we present the net migration rate for the 12 major geographic-economic regions of

Russia.  It is evident that the net migration rate (1985) into our sample cities varied

considerably from one region to another, even when migration is weighted by population.

As we model the migration process, the importance of these regional differences will be

evident.  Indeed, the descriptive statistics presented in Table 3 demonstrate differences

generally in conformity with anticipated patterns; for example, higher rates of net

migration in areas where economic activity (industry and agriculture) are important such

as the North and the Central Black Earth region.

    In Table 4 we present some statistics for our seriously state and economic variables.

Although it is difficult to generalize about these results, some interesting patterns emerge.

For example, among the seriously state controlled variables, while there is little

difference in industry growth, there are clear differences in the growth of new housing,

and considerable variability in the extent to which different city types contribute to the

central budget.  Similar variability can be observed among the economic variables.  There

are for example, systematic differences between these variables in totally restricted cities

when compared to other cities.
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    Our formal analysis is presented in four variants.  In all cases, our dependent variable

is the net migration into 168 Russian cities located in 71 provinces (oblasts) in 1985.9  In

variant I, our right hand variables are the population of each city, population squared (to

account for non-linearities), the importance of the each city as a share of the total urban

population of its region, oblast capital, and finally, the presence of controls.  In this first

variant, we are interested in the statistical relationship between controls  (“stick”

variables) and the growth of our sample cities, excluding seriously state (“carrot”

variables) and economic variables.

    In variant II, we repeat the exercise of variant I but now include dummy variables for

the 11 major regions in which our sub-regions (oblast) are located. The 12th region, the

Central, is omitted. Thus our results are derived with respect to the central region which

contains the Russian capital, Moscow. As we analyze these results, it will be evident that

in a country as large and diverse as Russia, there are crucial and general regional

differences that we expect to be important in explaining city growth, that is beyond the

specific forces attracting people to particular cities.

    In variant III, we repeat exercise II but now include the seriously state variables.  Our

goal is to understand the basics of city growth in a controlled setting, including regional

differences expected in the 11 major regions, and finally including seriously state

variables.  The latter are those forces controlled directly by the state in an effort to shift

population to those cities where economic expansion was envisaged.

                                                          
9 Using available population data, we are able to calculate annualized  rates of population growth as well as
the rate of natural increase (birth rate-death rate). To interpolate, we use the method cubic splines available
in SAS-IML (1996). The net migration rate was computed by subtracting the rate of natural increase (birth
rates and death rates by province) from the annualized growth rate of the population.
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    Finally, in variant IV, we include all of the variables included in variant III and add

economic variables.  Again, it must be emphasized that while our distinction is soft,

nevertheless we believe that even under controls and the manipulation of those control

variables to achieve desired (state) outcomes, there would still be the possibility of

population response to “attractiveness” variables representing perceived standard of

living differences.

IV. Results

    The results of our analysis are presented in Tables 5 and 6. Table 5 contains the bulk of

our results, while Table 6 contains the regional coefficients estimated in the same

regression. Our variant I model examining the impact of controls in isolation from other

variables suggests that controls matter.  While an expansion restriction did not matter, a

total restriction had an understandably negative and significant impact upon net migration

in 1985.  At the same time, being an oblast capital had no impact, contrary to the

suspicion that being an administrative center generated special pressures for expansion

(for example, expansion of the labor force required for the provision of public services)

even when allowing for the existence of formal expansion controls.

    In variant II we introduce dummy variables for the major geographic-economic

regions.  The results are strikingly similar, and statistically stronger than variant I where

major regional differences are excluded.

    In variant III we include the variables we have described as seriously state variables.

These are the variables which are directly controlled by the state (especially industrial

expansion and budget transfers) to implement state regional policies.  In this variant,
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although being an oblast capital does not matter, controls remain important, and the

expansion of housing is marginally significant.  Most interesting is the fact that including

these important state control variables to improve our specification, none are statistically

significant.

    Finally, in variant IV, we have argued that in addition to direct state controls and those

variables that are seriously state controlled, there are other economic factors, to some

degree influenced by state behavior, to which individuals may respond in their decision to

migrate.  Most of these variables are traditional factors thought to capture the

attractiveness of the cities in our sample, though none are statistically significant.

Throughout our discussion in this paper, we have emphasized the importance of regional

differences in the Russian setting.  While some of the location specific differences are

captured in the variables that we have chosen, the broad differences between, for

example, the Western part of Russia and Siberia and the East, are important.

In Table 6 we show, from the same regression analysis as in Table 5, whether the net

migration rates for 11 major regions differed from the central region (the omitted region).

In light of a long history of Soviet regional policies, for example, those dedicated to the

expansion of industrial centers in regions where raw materials were located, it is not

surprising that we see positive and significant differences in the migration rates in areas

such as the Urals and the Far East. Regional policies remained operative in the mid-

1980s.  It is striking that once we include all of the economic variables (variant IV) the

regional effects disappear.
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  V. Summary and Conclusions

Modeling the economic activity of the Russian economy during the plan era has

always been complicated by a variety of factors.  In addition to data limitations, the

unusual economic system in which elements of state control, decentralized response to

those controls, and responses to other general socioeconomic forces all potentially

influenced outcomes.

    Past studies of city growth have been limited, such that we have not been able to

examine the impact of state controls while at the same time accounting for the traditional

socioeconomic forces influencing population mobility.  In the present study, we have

moved beyond traditional analyses to examine the impact of state controls while at the

same time controlling for other forces which we expect will have an impact upon

population mobility.

   Our results are both surprising and robust. Our most important finding is the fact that

even when other state and economic variables are included in our specification,

restrictions matter.  Ceteris paribus, cities that were ever restricted grew less rapidly than

would otherwise have been the case.

    Second, our finding of the importance of broad regional differences is important and

understandable. As we noted above, the major regions of Russia differ significantly one

from another in a wide variety of natural and man made dimensions. The fact that the

geographic differences become insignificant when the economic variables are included in

the analysis suggests that these economic variables are in fact capturing the impact of

regional differences as individuals respond to those differences in their locational

decisions.
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While the models in this study shed further light on the issue of controls and city

growth in Russia, there are nevertheless a number of issues to be addressed.  Apart from

mechanical issues of data and time, probably the most complex issue is that of the

endogeneity of at least some of our variables.  It is in this sense that our classification is

basic.  For example, while it is true that housing, for example, was directly controlled by

the state, the population could respond to changes in housing availability (as they did), an

argument that could also be made for variables such as higher education.  While there

was some freedom to enter or not to enter higher education, both entrance requirements

and the capacity of this sector were, after all, controlled by the state.
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Table 1
The Structure of Population in Russia

1959 1970 1979 1989

Population in (000) 117,534 130,079 137,551 147,400

Proportion of Population Living in Restricted Cities

% of Urban 43.9 43.9 43.8 42.8

% of Total 23.0 27.3 30.4 31.8

Sample of 168 Cities

Population 37,355 50,069 60,324 68,308

Sources: From Soviet handbooks on population (Naselenie SSSR), the annual statistical
handbooks (Narodnoe khoziaistvo SSSR), the census volumes (Itogi vsesoiuznoi perepisi
naseleniia) and the Soviet statistical journal (Vestnik statistiki). Cities are all known cities with a
population over 50,000 in 1959.  Proportion of population living in restricted cities is from
Buckley (1995), Table 2.
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Table 2
Sample Description - Administrative Controls

Net Migration
Rate 1985,
(weighted)1

Number of
Cities in
Sample

Number
Totally

Restricted

Number
Expansion
Restricted

Overall Measure Russia .66
(.70)

168 29 16

Total .52
(.33)

29

Expansion .72
(.52)

16

Restrictions

None .85
(1.06)

123

 < 250 .83
(1.21)

102 0 1

250-500 .81
(.65)

40 10 10

500-1000 .41
(.36)

17 11 4

City Size (000)

> 1000 .59
(.27)

9 8 1

Oblast Capital .60
(.41)

70 25 12Administrative
Function of City

Others .82
(1.22)

98 4 4

Sources: See Table 1.  Standard deviations in parentheses.  Weighted by population.  Net
migration rates are calculated for each city as the (population growth rate - rate of natural
increase).  Rates are annualized percentages, calculated using a cubic spline interpolations
available in SAS-IML (1996).  The rate of natural increase used in this calculation is the rate of
natural increase for the Province (Oblast) the city is in.  For a discussion of the possible bias this
introduces, see the text, footnote 9. For a discussion of the possible bias this introduces, see Gang
and Stuart (1998), footnote 9.
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Table 3
Sample Description - Geographic Regions

Net Migration
Rate 1985,
(weighted)1

Number of
Cities in
Sample

Number
Totally

Restricted

Number
Expansion
Restricted

Overall Measure Russia .66
(.70)

168 29 16

Severnyi  .89
(.72)

8 2

Severo-Zapadnyi (.66)
(1.11)

5 1

Tsentral'nyi .74
(.32)

34 6 1

Tsentral'no-
Chernozemnyi

.85
(.75)

8 1 1

Povolzhskii .64
(1.00)

19 5 3

Severo-
Kavkazskii

.75
(.34)

19 3

Ural'skii .38
(.48)

25 5 2

Zapadno-
Sibirskii

.70
(1.36)

17 2 5

Vostochno-
Sibirskii

.34
(.85)

13 2

Dal'nevostochnyi .73
(.46)

11 3

Kaliningradskaia
oblast'

1.02
(0.00)

1

Geographic Region

Volgo-Viatskii .75
(.59)

8 1 2

Sources: See Tables 1 and 2.  Standard deviations in parentheses.  Weighted by population.
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Table 4
Sample Description - Seriously State Variables and Economic Variables

All Cities Totally
Restricted

Expansion
Restricted

Never
Restricted

Seriously State Controlled Variables

Budget Transfers -17.06
(25.69)

-16.77
(21.47)

-32.18
(24.78)

-11.89
(29.46)

Industry Growth 133.53
(12.60)

131.67
(12.09

135.85
(12.45)

135.49
(12.96)

New housing (sq.  meters per person) 2.96
(3.00)

1.95
(1.89

3.72
(2.45)

4.20
(3.89)

Economic Variables

Share of Labor in Industry 31.96
(6.29)

32.64
(5.46

33.24
(7.68)

30.45
(6.59)

Retail Trade (Roubles per person) 1.48
(2.04)

1.04
(1.70

1.58
(1.15)

2.10
(2.55)

# in Higher Education (per capita) .003
(.006)

.002
(.006

.003
(.002)

.004
(.007)

Industry to Agricultural Wage Ratio 1.01
(.15)

.98
(.14

1.06
(.18)

1.05
(.17)

Doctors per 10,000 population 36.42
(9.59)

36.59
(9.93)

33.78
(3.19)

37.14
(10.43)

Divorce Rate 4.23
(.80)

4.11
(.77

4.25
(.66)

4.40
(.86)

Convictions per capita 8.02
(8.41)

5.15
(4.48

9.74
(7.14)

11.74
(11.32)

Temperature (°C, Nov. 15, 1998) -4.69
(6.76)

-3.72
(4.95)

-8.64
(7.79)

-4.71
(8.38)

Other Variables

Urban Share .24
(.22)

.22
(.22)

.27
(.19)

.24
(.23)

Sources: See Tables 1 and 2.  Standard deviations in parentheses.  Weighted by population.
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Table 5
Effect of Restrictions on Net Migration to Cities in Russia

(OLS, White Standard Errors)
dependent variable = net migration rate in 1985, n = 168

Controls Controls &
 Regions

Carrot &
 Stick

Carrot & Stick
 and Economic
 Determinants

Constant 1.02 .94  2.27 3.87

Expansion Restriction -.09
(.16)

-.14
(.22)

-.20
(.22)

-.13
(.20)

Total Restriction -.37*
(.15)

-.32**
(.17)

-.41*
(.18)

-.43*
(.19)

Population/1000 (1980) -.27
(.24)

-.44**
(.24)

-.47*
(.25)

-.46
(.33)

Population Square/10002 .04
(.03)

.06*
(.03)

.06*
(.03)

.06**
(.04)

Oblast Capital -.01
(.14)

.02
(.12)

.01
(.15)

.03
(.17)

City s Share of Oblast s Urban Population -.29
(.28)

-.26
(.28)

.23
(.31)

.09
(.32)

Budget Transfers -.00
(.00)

-.01
(.03)

Industry Growth -.01**
(.01)

-.01
(.01)

New Housing (sq.  meters per person) -.02
(.02)

-.14
(.09)

Share of Labor in industry -.03
(.02)

Retail Trade (R per person) .20
(.17)

# in Higher Education (per capita) -3.78
( 4.06)

Industry to Agricultural Wage Ratio -.24
(.71)

Doctors per 10,000 populaton .01
(.01)

Divorce Rate -.10
(.13)

Convictions per capita .02
(.02)
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Temperature (°C, Nov. 15, 1998) .01
(.02)

11 Regional Dummies Included (Central
Region Excluded)

no yes
see Table 6

yes
see table 6

yes
see Table 6

p-value joint population test   .02  .01 .01 .01

p-value joint restrictions test .04 .17 .08 .08

p-value joint carrots test .37 .10

p-value joint economics test .36

p-value joint regions test .00 .00 .19

Source: Authors  calculations using Shazam 8.0.  See also sources for Tables 1 and  2.
Notes: *significant at .05 level. **significant at .10 level.
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Table 6
Geographic Variation in Net Migration Rates

(OLS, White Standard Errors)
dependent variable = net migration rate in 1985, n=168

English
Translation

Controls &
 Regions

Carrot &
 Stick

Carrot & Stick
 and Economic
Determinants

Dal'nevostochnyi Far East .08
(.18)

.16
(19)

-.05
(.29)

Kaliningradskaia
oblast'

Kaliningrad
Province

.28**
(.15)

.25
(.16)

.13
(.36)

Povolzhskii Volga .35
(.23)

.41**
(.24)

.32
(.31)

Severnyi North .31**
(.18)

.29
(.18)

.29
(.28)

Severo-Zapadnyi North-West .16
(.33)

.17
(.34)

-.04
(.45)

Tsentral'no-
Chernozemnyi

Central-Black
Earth

.27
(.33)

.28
(.32)

.15
(.27)

Tsentral'nyi Central omitted reference group

Ural'skii Urals -.17
(.19)

-.16
(.19)

-.23
(.21)

Volgo-Viatskii Volgo-Viatka .33**
(.18)

.40*
(.20)

.24
(.23)

Vostochno-Sibirskii East Siberia -.39
(.31)

-34
(.32)

-.32
(.38)

Zapadno-Sibirskii W est Siberia .51
(.54)

.46
(.54)

.54
(.49)

Geographic
Region

Severo-Kavkazskii North
Caucasus

.76*
(.18)

.74*
(.18)

.27
(.43)

Sources: Based on results generating Table 5, reported separately here for clarity.
Note: *significantly different from Tsentral nyi at the .05 level. *** significantly different from
Tsentral nyi at the .10 level.
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APPENDIX A: Data Definitions and Sources

Net Migration Rate –  This is the population growth rate minus the rate of natural
increase.  Here we calculate the rate per 100. We first calculate the annualized rate of
population growth by using a cubic spline interpolation based on the cities population as
reported in the 1979 and 1989 censuses. From this, we subtract the annualized rate of
natural increase or net internal growth (internal births minus internal deaths). This gives
us the city specific net migration rate.  Source:  see city population, below.

Controls: Expansion and Total Restrictions – Specific controls to limit the growth of
some (though not all) Soviet cities were mostly put in place in 1956. For a discussion of
these controls, see (Buckley 1995; Lewis and Rowland 1979, Gang and Stuart, 1998).

City Population, Oblast Capital, Province, Regions – Cities are all known cities with a
population over 50,000 in 1959.  We use census year data and interpolate using a cublic
spline interpolation.  Sources: From Soviet handbooks on population (Naselenie SSSR),
the annual statistical handbooks (Narodnoe khoziaistvo SSSR), the census volumes (Itogi
vsesoiuznoi perepisi naseleniia) and the Soviet statistical journal (Vestnik statistiki).

Urban share – City population/urban population of region (1989 census).

Share of Labor in Industry – the percentage of the actual labor force (people working) in
industry in 1990 in the region.  Source:  Goskomstat Rossii, Trud i zaniatost’ v Rossii
(Labor and Employment in Russia) Moscow: Goskomstat, 1996, pp. 228-316.

Divorce Rate – divorces per 1,000 urban population of the region Source: Goskomstat
Rossii, Demograficheskii ezhegodnik Rossii, the Demographic yearbook of Russia
(Moscow: Goskomstat, 1996), Chapter 3.

Industry to Agricultural Wage Ratio – the average monthly money (ruble) wage in 1990
in the region in industry divided by the same in agriculture.   Source: Goskomstat Rossii,
Trud i zaniatost’ v Rossii, Labor and Employment in Russia, (Moscow: Goskomstat,
1996), pp. 317-407.

Industry Growth  – growth of industrial output – index of 1988 over 1980.  Source:
Goskomstat RSFSR, Narodnoe khoziaistvo RSFSR v 1988 g., The National Economy of
the RSFSR in 1988, (Moscow: Finansy i statistika, 1989), 328-31.  We also examined a
physically based index of the growth of industrial production – 1990 over 1985, finding
no real differences over the industry growth index.  For the index of physical output, our
source was: Goskomstat Rossii, Rossiiskaia Federatsiia v 1992 g., The Russian
Federation in 1992, (Moscow: Respublikanskii informatsionno-izdatel’skii tsentr, 1993),
368-72.

Retail Trade – The volume of retail trade by region in 1980 measured in millions of
rubles, prices of 1980 – per capita basis (region population).  Source:  Goskomstat
RSFSR, Narodnoe khoziaistvo RSFSR v 1988 g. The National Economy of the RSFSR in
1988 (Moscow: Finansy i statistika, 1989), 82-84.
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Number in Higher Education – the number of students enrolled in institutions of higher
education during the academic year 1980-1981 – per capita basis (region population).
Source:  Ed80/81 – Goskomstat RSFSR. Narodnoe khoziaistvo RSFSR v 1988 g., The
National Economy of the RSFSR, (Moscow: Finansy i statistika, 1989), 182-84.

New Housing – the volume of new housing space (square meters) brought into use in the
particular region (urban and rural) during the period 1981 to 1985 – per capita basis
(region population).  Source: Goskomstat RSFSR, Narodnoe khoziaistvo RSFSR v 1988
g.,  The National Economy of the RSFSR in 1988, (Moscow: Finansy i statistika, 1989),
137-40.

Doctors –  number of doctors per 10,000 population in the region (urban and rural)  in
1980.  Source:  Goskomstat RSFSR, Narodnoe khoziaistvo RSFSR v 1988 g., The
National Economy of the RSGFSR in 1988, (Moscow: Finansy i statistika, 1989), 224-
26.

Convictions per capita  – number of convictions in courts by region (rural and urban) –
per capita basis (region population). Source: Goskomstat RSFSR, Narodnoe khoziaistvo
RSFSR v 1988 g., The National Economy of the RSFSR in 1988 (Moscow: Finansy I
statistika, 1989), 260-62.

Budget Transfers –The extent to which the regions budgetary expenditures are different
from the regions budgetary revenues in 1988 – described as the net balance of budget
transfers – the number is a percent – if expenditures are greater than income, the region is
a net recipient (Budtran < 0); if expenditures are less than revenues, the region is a net
donor; (Budtran > 0) if expenditures and revenues are the same, then the region is neutral.
Source:  Oksana Dmitrieva, Regional Development: The USSR and After (New York: St.
Martin’s Press, 1996), Chapter 2.

Temperature – °C, Nov. 15, 1998, 13:00 UT.  Source:
http://www.wunderground.com/global/RS.html


